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Antique French Brooche Cameo Color Gold Circa 18 Karat

800 EUR

Period : 20th century

Condition : Très bon état

Material : Gold
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Dealer

Mesure et Art du Temps
Bijoutier & Horloger

Tel : 0297549367

2 rue Emile Burgault

Vannes 56000

Description

A unique antique brooch in French 18-carat

yellow gold, a true masterpiece of the Art Deco

era. This exquisite brooch features a cameo

delicately carved on onyx, decorated with

exquisite finesse in cookie. Made in France

around 1930, this period piece perfectly embodies

the style and craftsmanship of this iconic period.

The cameo is the central element of this brooch,

offering a striking contrast between black onyx

and luminous yellow gold. Carved with

exceptional meticulousness, the cameo presents a

classic scene, revealing an impressive level of

detail. Soft contours and delicate relief give the

cameo remarkable depth and artistic presence.

The setting of this brooch is made of 18-carat



French yellow gold, attesting to its exceptional

quality and refinement. The yellow gold,

combined with the beauty of the onyx and cameo,

creates a perfect visual harmony, making this

brooch a true period gem.

The brooch features a secure fastening system

that ensures it can be worn with confidence.

Whether for an elegant evening, a special

occasion or simply to add a touch of

sophistication to your everyday outfit, this brooch

will be the ideal choice.

The French origin of this brooch adds an extra

dimension to its appeal. Made in France around

1930, this piece testifies to the expertise of

French craftsmen of the time, renowned the world

over for their unrivalled jewellery-making skills.

This antique brooch in French 18K yellow gold

with cameo on biscuit-decorated onyx is a rare

treasure that embodies timeless elegance and

craftsmanship. Its sophisticated allure, fascinating

history and unique character make it an

exceptional jewel, both precious and emotionally

charged.

Whether you're an avid collector, an art lover or

simply looking for an authentic and elegant piece

of jewelry, this antique brooch is a choice that's

sure to captivate and inspire admiration.

Made in France Circa 1930

Approx Dimensions -

Size : 4.6x 3.7 x 1 cm

Weight : 17.3 grams

Each Size : 4.5 mm

Condition: Pre-owned, minor general use wear

and age wear, no damage, great overall condition,

please see pictures for a better judgment of the

condition of the item.


